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ABSTRACT

Brett, C. E. and Brookfield, M. E., 1984. Morphology, faunas and genesis of Ordovician
hardgrounds from southern Ontario, Canada. Palaeogeogr., PaIaeoclirnatol., PalaeoecoI.,
46: 233-290.
We have used associations of different rnicrofacies to define facies (or microfaties
associations) which f o m reasonably welldefined sequences, which we infer, from amlogies with recent and ancient carbonate environments, to have been deposited in a shelf
environment characterized by small-scde topographic differentiation into shoal, slope and

basinal environments.
Shoal environments are characterized by typically cross-bedded, well-sorted b i o c k t i c
sands, with intershoal areas consisting oP interbedded bioclastic sands and heavily bioturbated f iner-grained carbonates.
Slope and "basinal" environments are typically represented by "proximal" and
"distal" cycles respectively. These we compare with deposits of carbonate ramp bypass
channels, and with the more thoroughly studied deep-water elastic submarine fans. Many
of the strong variations in environmental energy in these proximal and distal cycles can be
attributed ta migration of channels on the fans and to the effect of funnelling of storm
surges dawn the channels,
Mthough hardground morphology and faunas are mostly related to local effects rmch
as intensity of scouring, time of exposure, topographic differentiation of the surface and
other factors, differing hardground types tend to be found in different environments.
Smooth and rolling hardgrounds occur in the deeper distal environments, where the beds
were subject to only slight scour and often limited exposure before renerved sedirnentation Hummocky and undercut hardgrounds are characteristic of the middle parts of
proximal cycles, where they developed marginally to the main bypass channel, and in
intershoal areas. Both these areas are sites of intermittent sedimentation and moderate
turbulence, where cemented beds may be exposed for some time in environments optimal
for attached benthos. These hardgrounds usually contain the most diverse hardground
b i o t a . Pebbly and reworked hardgrounds occur in coarse, basal units of proximal cycles,
which are interpreted as the grain-flaw fillings of the central parts of bypass channels,
though isolated examples occur in intershoal areas and in the higher parts of proximal
channels. These hardgrounds contain low-diversity faunas, reflecting the stresses imposed
by intermittent or constant abrasion; though some contain more diverse faunal assernklages formed after redeposition.
'Present address: Centre of Advanced Study in Geology, Panjab University, Chandigarh
160014 (India).
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Detailed studies o f the composition, mode of life and ecology of some of the hardgrounds has enabled us to infer how the physical environment has controlled the development of diverse hardground communities in the different hardground types and in
crevices and caverns within them; also to infer some of the interactions within these
communities.
INTRODUCTION

The term "hardground" is widely used for horizons in marine limestones
which show evidence of exposure on the sea floor as Iithified rock (Kennedy
and Garrison, 1975). Many surfaces in the Middle Ordovician Trenton L i m e
stone of Ontario show features indicative of hardgrounds, such as sharp
undulatory to undercut upper surfaces, glauconite as phosphate staining,
associated pebbles of similar lithology, and brings and encrusting fossils.
Hardgrounds in recent environments have been described from supratidal,
subtidal shelf, slope and deep-sea environments (Shinn, 1969;Neurn ann et
al., 1977; Dravis, 1979; Mullins et al., 1980). Thus before the environmental
significance of ancient hardgrounds can be evaluated, the environment of
deposition of the associated sequences must be established.
Generally, the Ordovician Trenton Limestone is a shelf carbonate sequence. In other comparable ancient shelf limestones, hardgrounds are often
considered t o mark the tops of regressive sequences, or at least to have been
followed by a transgression (Purser, 1969; Kennedy and Garrison, 1975;
Fiirsich, 1979). Yet, many of the Ordovician hardgrounds noted in this
paper seem to have developed rapidly, and are net obviously associated with
sea level changes; in this respect they can be compared to the rapid1y developed recent hardgrounds described from the Bahamas by Dravis (1979).
Other Ordovician hardgrounds appear to have developed in deeper water and
resemble the slope hardgrqunds descrikd by Neumann et al. (1977).
This diversity of environmental setting means that each hardground must
be studied in relation to the enclosing sediment, since a particularly fascinatr
ing aspect of hardgrounds is that part of their faunas is often preserved in
situ. They thus provide an excellent opportunity to study fossil community
relics. And these relics can then be traced through time in order to evaluate
the evolutionary processes which shaped and changed these communities
(Fiirsich, 19 79;Palmer, 1982). Care must be taken to evaluate the influence
of environmental factors, so that analogous communities are compared.
Though hardground communities have k e n described from the Ordovician
(e.g. Palmer and Palmer, 1977; Brett and Liddell, 1978), the depositional
environments of the sequences in which they developed were not thoroughly
described, and thus they could not be compared with younger hardgrounds.
Fursich (1979)evaluated the variability of European Jurassic hardgrounds
in terms of both their physical and biological environments. W e intend
making similar evaluations for the Ontario Ordovician hardgrounds, These
interpretations depend heavily on actualistic comparisons with hardgrounds

Fig.1. Location map of hardgrounds studied. I = Kirkfield quarry ;2 = Gamebridge quarry;
= Glenarm roadcut; 5 = Glenarm ditch; 6 = Peterborough north
quarry3 = Bolsover madcut; 4

from recent environments, particuIarly those of the Persian Gulf, and on
comparison with the more thoroughly studied European Mesozoic hardgrounds (Purser, 1973; Kennedy and Garrison, 1975; Fiirsich, 1979).
The aims of this paper are thus:
(1) To describe the general environment of the sequences in which the
individual Ordovician hardgrounds developed, and to describe in detail the
sedimentary history of typical examples.
(2) To describe the faunas of the hardgrounds and their relationship to the
environment a1 conditions during hardground development.
Twelve hardground horizons were examined in detail at five Iocdities in
the Simcoe region of Ontario (Fig.1): quarries at Gamebridge, Kirkfield and
Peterborough, and t h e e road cuts near Glenarm provided the best exposures
for study.

Stm tigraphy and depositional enuironmen t
During the Middle Ordovician, the Canadian shield in Ontario was inundated from the south due to one of the greatest eustatic rises in sea level

recorded in the geological record. The transgression is marked by a generally
simple stratigraphic sequence from supratidal and tidal flat elastics and carbonates, through Iagoonal and shoal carbonates into offshore carbonates
(Fig.2).
Within the carbonate sequence, the presence of peninsulas, islands and
shoal areas, formed by Precambrian metamorphic and igneous rocks, complicates the facies distributions. This had led to a complex and confusing stratigraphic terminology.
Hardgrounds are common in the shoal and shelf environments represented
by the Bobcaygeon, Vesulam and lower Lindsay Formations (Fig.2). Brett
and Liddell (1978) discussed one Bobcaygeon hardground in detail. Most of
our current work deals with the Verulam and Lindsay Formations.
The Verulam and Lindsay Formations were proposed by Liberty (1969)
for the upper units of the "Trenton Limestone" in Ontario. The Verulam
and lower Lindsay Formations, in which the hardgrounds described herein
are developed, span the Shemanian to Edenian and possibly the Maysvillian
stages (Schopf, 1966 ; Sweet and Bergstriim, 1976;Ludvigsen, 1978),corresponding roughly t o the upper Caradocian of the British classification
(Bergstrom, 1971; Cotiper, 1976), a time span of possibly eight miIlion
yearn (Churkin et ah, 1977) (Table I).
In general terms, the Verulam shows a shallowing-upwards sequence,
followed by gradual deepening during the Lindsay. Yet within the formations, bioclastic sdimentation around shoals, islands and peninsulas can be
contrasted with the more argillaceous background sedimentation in rather
deeper water areas. Diverse macrofaunas, dominated by suspension feeders
(e.g. bryozoans, brachiopods and crinoids) indicate normal marine salinities.
However, much of the recorded diversity is based on bulk samples. Many of
t h e individual beds may have low-diversity macrofaunas, and show rapid
successional changes in limestone-shale couplets similar to those recorded
by Walker and Parker (1976) from the Middle Ordovician of Tennessee.
Furthermore, the variety of facies developed around the shoal areas further
increases the apparent bulk diversity, From erosion characteristics, Read and
Grover (1977) considered that the Middle Ordovician climate in Virginia was
a temperate one: the absence of evaporite minerals in the supratidal facies
around shoals and islands aIso indicates this, as does the restored palaeogeography (Scotese et al., 1979). In addition, the general taxonomic composition of the faunas - dominated by brachiopods and bryozoa with few corals
- is closer to recent temperate bivalve and bryozoa-dominated carbonate
shelf faunas, than to the more diverse tropical faunas of, for example, the
Persian Gulf (cf. Nelson et a]., 1982).
Assuming a generous estimate of ten million years for deposition of the
combined Verufam and Lindsay Formations, and taking an average value for
their combined thickness of one hundred and ten metres (Liberty, 19691,
leads to an average miz of deposition of eleven metres per million years, or
0.01 mm per year. In view of the rapid deposition shorn by many of the
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sedimentary layers, particularly the bioclastic layers, periods of hundreds or
even thousands of years were undoubtedly characterized by non-deposition
or erosion in particular areas. Several phases of erosion have already been
noted by Liberty (1969). He described breccias, with fragments of Precambrian metamorphic rocks and Gull River and Bobcaygeon lithologies, in the
Lindsay Formation indicating that, even at this late stage in the evolution of
the carbonate platform, erosion of earlier units was periodically taking place.
FACIES

We have elsewhere (Brookfield and Brett, 1980, in prep,; Brookfield,
1982) discussed eight characteristic microfacies which occur, despite great
variation in detail, in four main facies associations. These associations range
from inferred shallow shoal to deep shoal or intershoal facies, and from
shallow to deep shoal margin and "basinal" facies, though the actual depth
of the "basinal" faeies was probably less than one hundred metres.
Shoal facies
Shallow shoal deposits occur in units up to several metres thick (Fig.3)
and consist of multiply stacked sequences of crosslaminated bioclastics,
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Fig.3. Shoal facies. Interbedded cross-laminated biasparite grainstones and intrabiosparite
grainstones, with thin biomicrite wackestones. Roadcut, 2 k m south of Cameron on route
35, north o f Lindsay. Metre stick divided into 10 cm units.

with rare interbeds of conglomeratic bioclastics and biomicrites. There is a
tendency towads coarsening-upwards cycles; from bryozoan biornicrite
wackestones through to large-scale, trough cross-bedded, intrabiosparite
grainstones. Cross-bedding is consistently aligned towards the northeast - a
regional feature (Cameron et al., 1972) possibly due t o longshore currents.
Though similar cycles were considered by Wilson (1975) to mark regressive
migration of bars across basinalt muds, we consider it more likely, in view of
the thinness of the cycles and the probably limited lateral extent of the bioelastic beds (they form northward facing cuestas which die out laterally
within a few kiiometres), that the bryozoan wackestones simply represent
sightly deeper water between migrating bars. This shoal facies occurs S ~ O radically throughout the upper Verulam and lower Lindsay Formations, but
forms only a small part of the sequence. No hardgrounds were found in this
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facies - though erosion surfaces are common - and it shows no clear-cut
evidence for subaerial exposure at any time during deposition.
Intershoal or deep shoal facies
Deeper shoal, interbar or "lztgoonal" deposits, interbedded with the shoal
bioclastics, consist of bivalve- and gastropod-bearing, heavily bioturbated
biomicrite packs tones and wackestones, interbedded with grainstones and
nodular limestone.
Welldefined sequences of "interbar" and "shoal bar" facies are rare. More
typical is an irregular alternation of lithologies, representing an original
mosaic environmental distribution, exemplified by the upper Bobcaygeon to
lower Verulam Formations at Kirkfield quarry (Fig.41, which also contains
several hardgrounds. This exposure, famous for its echinoderm fauna, is now
flooded up to the level of the edrioasteroid-bearing hardground described by
Brett and Liddell (1978) from the Bobcaygeon Formation. Above this bed is
an apparentIy somewhat disordered sequence of all the microfacies distinguished in this paper. Basically, however, two shoaI bar associations (basal
two and top one meter of section) sandwich an intershoal or shoal margm
sequence, The beds below the topmost shoal bar are also similar, in some
respects to the proximal cycles described below. These deposits developed
marginally to two topographic highs represented by Precambrian idiers to
the northwest (Fig.1). Abundant and diverse marine faunas in the quarry
show that these were offshore shoals. Hardgrounds occur in the intershoal or
shoal margin sequence and are described in detail later (p,2 6 5 ) .

Shallow to deep shoal margin and "basina1'"acks
Most sections of the Verulam-lower Lindsay Formations consist of alternations of coarse biosparite or intmbiosparite grainstones alternating with
nodular highly bioturbated biomicrite wac kestones, poorly washed biosparite packstones and calcareous clays and shales. Despite great variation in
detail, these beds are usually arranged in fining upwards cycles of two endmember types (Fig.5).
Shallow shoal margin, or proximal, cycles consist of intrabiosparite grainstonesfilling channels, passing up into well-sortedfiegrained biosparite grainstones (calcisiltites) and finally into nodular biomicrite wackestones and
mudstones and calcareousclays. Deep shod margin, "basinal", or distal, cycles
consist of biosparite grainstones and packstones overIain by nodular biomicrite
wackestones, mudstones and calcareous clays. Hardgrounds are typically
associated with the coarser beds. However, it must be emphasized that most
Pig.4. Kirkfield quarry intershod sequence (loc. 1, Fig.1) and legend to sections. Short
dashes at side of column indicate erosion surfaces: H = hardgrounds, labelled A, B, C,in
detailed section
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Fig.5. Proximal and distal cycle idealized sequences.

of the beds coarser than rnicrite indicate relatively rapid deposition, followed
by intense bioturbation (usually including an omission suite of dwelling
burrows) and followed by non-deposition for reIatively long periods of time
- as shown by the abundant encrusting organisms atop many beds. Thus,
each coarse bed represents rapid introduction of shell material, and sometimes eroded intradasts, into a low-energy environment (usually by grainflow), fo!lowed by many years of non-deposition, before deposition of
usually calcareous day and biomicrite. Distal cycles occur at Gamebridge
and near Bobover (locs, 2, 3 ; Fig.6): proxima1 cycles are developed at
Glenann and near Peterborough (Iocs. 4--6, Figs.6, 7). The transition from
distal. to proximal cycles is recorded in t h e shallowing upward sequence at
Gamebridge quarry, which includes eight cycles, the highest of which begins
with beds including Waddington's (1980) "firmground".
In order to explain these cycles, we must account for the following.
(1) The rapid introduction of coarse material into an environment characterized by non-deposition or calcareous clay and micrite deposition.
(2) The Iong periods of non-deposition following the introduction of the
Fig.6. Sections a t : a. Gamebridge quarry (loc. 4). b. Bolsover roadcut (loc. 3). c. Glenarm
ditch (Ioc 5). Hardgrounds discussed in t e x t labelled A, B, C, etc. Legend as Fig.4.
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coarser material, during which the beds were frequently lithified, eroded,
bored and encrusted.
(3) The interbedding of calcareous clay, even between the coarsest beds of
the cycles.
(4) The decrease in rnicritization of the she11 fragments in going up each
cycle within the coarser beds - the interbedded clays show no rnicritization,
Proximul cycles. The fully developed proxima1 cycle, with a mean thickness
of about two metres, consists of t h e following four components, with calcareous clay seams throughout.
(a) Coarse, poorly sorted, intrabiosparite or biosparite grainstones, in
cross-stratified, cross-cutting lenses, or channellized. The intrabiosparite beds
suggest deposition by strong traction currents, often concentrating aiready
bored pebbles in packstones which were later infiltrated by finer sediment,
after colonization by an encrusting fauna. Usually, grain flow is shown by
lobate, steeply inclined margins, often smoothed by well-sorted biosparite
grainstones, by "floating" large intmclasts, and by the occasional preservation of delicate articulated crinoids, which sometimes line the sides of
channels. These shallow, or rarely deeply incised, channeIs were possibly
cut by coarser sediment sliding into deeper water and would be later filled
with further sIides, analogous to the processes of debris flow channel cutting
and filling seen on modern alluvial fans (Fig.8). The channel-fill sediments
cemented early and were frequently subjected to strong erosion both before
and after cementation. Current scouring of the channel fillings and enclosing
clays frequently led t o partial erosion of the irregular anastornosing channels,
which were then colonized by encrusting and boring organisms. Sometimes,
overhangs developed on the undercut cemented channel sides: these were
also colonized. Parts of the cemented channel filIs were occasionalIy removed to form platter-like pebbles which also show boring and encrusting.
(b) Fine to medium grained, well-sorted biosparites, parallel or crosslaminated, usually in several beds separated by thin calcareous clays. These
biosparites suggest reworking of she11 material by strong currents, flowing
regionally towards the northeast, the resulting in paralIeE and cross-bedded
carbonate sands formed as migrating sheets and megaripples. However, these
processes were only intermittently active as shown by the interbedded calcareous clays and nodular limestones. These calcarenites were frequently
cemented and then eroded, deveIoping irregular hardgrounds on their upper
surfaces,
(c) Very fine, well-sorted, often graded, biosparite and biomicrosparite
grainstones and packstones (calcisdtites), with coarser shell fragments concentrated at their bases; usually in several beds alternating with calcareous
Fig.7. Sections at: a. Glenarm roadcut (loc. 4). b. Peterborough north quarry (loc. 6).
Individual hardgrounds labelled. Cycles numbered, with possible subsidiary cycks lettered.
Legend as for Fig.4.

Fig.8. Grainflow channels. A. Jntrabiosparite grajnstons and floatstones cutting biosparite and biomicrite interbedded with calcareous clays; Garnebridge quarry. Hammer is
28 c m long. B. Detail o f intrabiosparite channel fills; Peterborough north quany. Metre
stick divided into 10-crn units.

clays. These cdcisiltites indicate quieter water conditions. The grading in
each l x d is primary and not due to bioturbation, since laminae are preserved
and the shells concave down: the latter also makes turbidity current deposition unlikely. These beds often cemented early and increasing current strength

after deposition is shown by later erosion, coarse she11 said and gravel which
fills omission trace fossils and sometimes the development of hummocky
hardgrounds. Many of the beds have almost idea1 "storm" sequences (Fig.9)
(cf. Kreisa, 1981). These beds were probably deposited in water below wave
base by waning currents following storms.

hardground

I
)

hardground D

microfacies 6

hummocky
cross-laminati01
Fig.9. Graded biosparite grainstones passing up into wackestones, with hardgrounds
(arrowed). Peterborough north quarry, hardgrounds A (Fig.7b). Note basal hummocky
cross-laminated unit, with "gutter mark" bearing tool marks a t base.

(d) Nodular bioturbated biomicrite mudstones and wackestones, alternating with bioturbated eaIcareous clays. There are also occasional lenses of
poorly sorted biosparite grainstones ("s tamed ripples"). These f ine-grained
sediments appear to represent the background sedimentation into which the
other sediments were periodically introduced. The nodular nature of the
sediment is due to thorough bioturbation mixing u p originally distinct
layers: occasionally, thin unbioturbated micrites have relatively sharp lower
and upper contacts with enclosing calcareous clays. The nodular biomicrites
contain abundant broken brachiopods which are less abundant in the clays.
Despite the occasional presence of hardgrounds on calcisiltites and biosparites interbedded with the nodular limestones, no hardgrounds have been
found within the nodular limestones. W e suggest that, like modem Bahamian
nodular carbonates, unit ( d ) formed by in situ nodular cementation of interbedded shelly carbonate and calcareous clay, aided by bioturbation whch
has also disrupted the original layering (Mullins et al., 1980). The abundance
of detrital clay suggests a elastic source from a different direction than the
often shaIlow-water-derived bioclastics with which the nodular Iimestones
are interbedded.
Proximal cycles contain the sedimentary features of Titus and Cameron's
(1976) offshore shoal facies of the Kings Falls Limestone (Lower Trenton)
in New York State: high and low angle cross-bedding, intraclasts, and erosional surfaces. Their Lyospira community from this facies resembIes the
fauna of the proximal cycles in its dominance by eurytopic brachiopods
(Paucicruw, Sowerbyella), abundance of molluscs and rarity of bryozoa.
Proximal cycles may be examples of deposition on ancient bypass slopes.
Schlager and Chermak (1979) suggested the following criteria for this
environment: bioturbated muddy sediment, erosion surfaces including steep,
cliff-like hardgrounds, channel fills with lenses of coarse sand or gravel.
Hopkins (1977) described similar Devonian foreslope sequences of interbedded breccia, thick caIcarenites and thinly bedded calcarenite and argillaceous calcarenite alternating with calcareous clays. These features are
found in the proximal cycles, which can also be compared with the channel
fjlls of siliciclastic deep-water fans (Walker, 1978): however, the Ordovician
examples described here are on a much smaller scale. Though many of
the beds of each proximal cycle appear t o have been deposited by storms,
the regular cyclical dternation of facies, the presence of grain-flows, and the
general fining-upwards nature of each cycle is more consisknt with a channellized fan system than with random storm fluctuations on a wide shelf.
Distal cycles. Distal cycles are thinner, less compIetely developed than proximal cycles, and generally lack intraclastcbearing beds and are not channeltized. Each cycle normally consists of a basal h d of welI-sorted biosparite,
overlain by interbedded nodular biomicrite mudstones and wackestones
alternating with bioturbated calcareous clays. This is the ( c ) to (d) transition
of the proximal cycles (Fig.8). Hardgrounds are frequently developed on the

are mostly irregular, hummocky or undulating, with frequent
biological corrosion and mineral staining: there was usually little prior erosion of the underlying bed.
DistaI cycles correspond with Titus and Cameron" (1976) deep offshore
shelf facies of the Iower and middle Sugar River Limestone, which overlies
the Kings Fans Limestone in New York State.
Distal cycles compare well with the basin interior sediments of Schlager
and Chermak (19791, which show alternations of graded, medium sand-silt
sized carbonates and bio turbated carbonate ooze.
Some sequences intermediate between proximal and distal cycles occur,
e.g. at GIenarm and Garnebridge (locs. 2, 4, Fig.1). These resemble Titus and
Cameron's (1976) shaIlow sheIf facies of the middle and upper Kings Falls
Limestone, which contains their Encrinurus community.
(c) unit. They

ENVIRONMENTAL RECONSTRUCTION : MODERN AND ANCIENT ANALOGIES

If we assume that the facies associations pass laterally into one another
(and this assumption has yet to be proved), then Fig.10 shows a plausible
reconstruction of the facies patterns around shoal areas in the Middle Ordovician sea. Since the facies contain stenohaline marine organisms and show
no sign of coastd influence, an offshore shoal-basin environment seems most
plausible. The schematic reconstruction resembles the shallow water Iime
sandlslope model of McIlreath and James (1979) and some of the carbonate
bank margin profiles of the Bahamas {Mullins and Neurnann, 1979; SchIager
and Chermak, 1979).
Ancient inferred carlmnate ramp environments, usually on a larger scale,
aka have many similarities with our Ordovician ones. Markello and Read

Proximal cycles

Fig.10. Inferred lateral arrangement of shoal, proximal cycle and distal cycle environments on the contemporary ma floor.

(1981) described intrashelf Upper Cambrian basin and ramp facies with
fining upwards cycles, clearly analogous to our distal and proximal cycles
respectively.
A close recent analogy can be made with the offshore shoals of the Persian
Gulf (Purser, 1973; Brookfield and Brett, 1980, in prep.). In these, facies
types and hardground distributions are comparable t o the inferred Ordovician situation. As mentioned previously, the tectonic and climatic situation
may be similar - i.e. a wide shelf undergoing collision with a magmatic arc
during a glacial epoch. It is not yet clear t o what extent the Persian Gulf
hardgrounds, which occur in both shallow and deep water (Shinn, 1969;
Samthein, 1972), are the result of recent submarine cementation and to
what extent they are the result of cementation in shallow water, or even
subaerial cementation, during lowered sea-leveE in glacial times.
In the Ontario Ordovician, despite little evidence for subaerial cementation, we can not be certain whether the hardgrounds are the result of widespread sea-level changes, or simply the result of normal shoabbasin sedimentation. Although the cycles themselves can plausibly be attributed to the
lateral migration of fan or slope channels, the concentration of hardgrounds
in one o r two cycIes in any one exposure (e.g. at Peterborough, loc. 6, and
GIenarm soadcut, loc. 31, suggests rather unusual conditions far these particular cycles. Whether this is due to local environmental or basin-wide
controls, we d o not h o w . Biostratigraphic zonation is too coarse, and
exposures too small and scattered, for us to be able to correlate individual
cycles.
Nevertheless, we are reasonably confident in the shoal-shelf basin interpretation. Thus changes in hardground development, morphology and fauna
can be related t o their location in the shoahshelf basin model.
HARDGROUNDS : TYPES AND DEVELOPMENT

Hardgrounds are the end result of a series of sedimentary and early diagenetic events due t o non-deposition and erosion. Though we intend to
describe in detail only those surfaces with encrusting and boring faunas, it is
essential, in order to understand hardground development, to describe associated omission and erosion surfaces.
In this respect, we find the concepts of hardground development derived
from the European Mesozoic (Bromle y, 1975; Kennedy and Garrison, f 975;
Fiirsich, 1979; Aigner, 1982) applicable to the Ordovician occurrences - and
we have used the stratinomic criteria of Goldring and Kazmierczak (1974)to
determine t h e sequences of events. Many of the Ordovician hardgrounds
were initiated by "event deposition" followed by non-deposition and erosion
(cf. Aigner, 1982; Seilacher, 1982).

Otnisswn surfaces
As in the Chalk, omission surfaces occur throughout the Ordovician sequence. Similarly, there is often Iittle change in trace fossil assemblages from
bed to bed, suggesting that pauses in sedimentation that gave rise to them
were not due to any major environmental change. Several successive stages in
"firming" of the sediment, due t o compaction, early lithification or differences in lithology, are recorded by the variety of distortions of both deposit
feeding and dwelling burrows (Fig. 11). Frequently, early lithification near
the sediment surface has affected the morphology of dweIling burrows. In
the upper parts of beds, the last burrows t o penetrab the sediment are little
distorted, whereas lower do* they are distorted (Jeans, 1980).
Omission surfaces are abundant in the coarser microfacies, mostly in the
shoal and shallow shoal margin environments of the proximal cycles, though
the coarser beds of distal cycles also frequently have them. They are rare or
absent in the finer-grained microfacies.

Nodular limestones
In contrast to the Chalk, the Vemlam and Lindsay Formation nodular
limestones are usually bounded by packstones and grainstones, rather than
more clay-rich sediment (Fig.12). Nevertheless, like the Chalk and other
nodular Limestones, the nodules in the Ordovician sediments are early diagenetic features. Internally, nodules preserve bioturbation textures of the
pre-omission trace fossil suite, while omission suite traces often avoid the
nodules (Fig-lS), suggesting that nodule formation predated the omission
suite traces.
Reworked nodules often form the bulk of the pebbles in the conglomeratic intrabiosparite grainstone channel fills of the proximal cycles. "Packed"
reworked nodule horizons recorded in 'the Chalk (Kennedy and Garrison,
1975) are rare in the Ordovician, though they have occasionally been recorded below proximal cycle channel fillings (Fig.14). Sometimes, reworked
nodules show unlithified omission suite traces, indicating cementation either
during or after burrowing but before reworking (Fig.14).
Nodular limestones occur mainly in the shoal and shallow shoal margin
environments of the Ontario Ordovician. In the inferred deeper shoal margin
and "basinal" environments (distal cycles), they are mostly repIaced by calcareous clays and interbedded cIastic shales.
Incipient hardgrounds
If nodule growth continues, a semi-continuous or continuous three-dimensional framework, or eventually a continuous litbified layer forms. These
differ from hardgrounds only in the lack of indications of exposure on the
contemporary sea Boor. We have not seen any convincing examples in the
Ontario Ordovician, probably because we failed to recognize them.

Fig.11. A. Relatively lrndistorted burrows in grainstone; Kirkfield quarry. B. Undistorted
dwelling burrows near top p w down into distorted, compacted burrows, along which
later stylolitization has taken pIace; Edrioasteroid i d , Kirkfield quarry. C. Progressive
compaction of feeding burrows below hardground surface; Edrioasteroid bed, Kirkfield
quarry. Bar scale in all = 2 cm.

Fig.12 NoduIar limestones. A. With biomicrite wackestone interbed; lower Lindsay Formation; roadcut 6 km south of Gamebridge on highway 12/48. Hammer is 28 cm Iong.
3.Detail of nodular 1imestone;Bowmannville quarry; 10 cm of scale showing.

TRUE HARDGROUNDS

True hardgrounds occur when the cemented layers and nodules are exposed on the sea floor by removal of overlying and adjacent sediment. One
of the main aims of our study has been to see how the environment in which

Fig.13. Dwelling burrows avoiding noduIar cemented areas of fine-grained biasparite grainstone,infilled with coarse biosparite grainstone;Kirkfield quany. Knife is 8.5 crn long.

hardgrounds form affects their morphology, sedimentary and diagenetic
development, and their faunas.
Despite great variation in detail, there are obvious changes in hadground
development, morphology and fauna as we go from the "basinal" and deeper
shoal margin (distal cycles) to the shoal margin (proximal cycle) environments. The hardgrounds become more complex in terms of sedimentary and
diagenetic development; their morphology changes, from irregular and undulating bioeroded surfaces to hummocky and undercut surfaces, and even to
reworked pebbles showing several phases of cementation and erosion; their
encrusting faunas also increase in diversity and complexity, up to a point,
but decrease in the highest energy settings. Hardgrounds discussed in detaiI
are in Table 11.

Fiirsich (1979) suggested a morphological-genetic classfication of Jurassic
shelf hardgrounds. Though we have generally followed his classification, our
interest in the relationship of faunas t o the hardground surfaces has led us to
arrange them in a slightly different way, and to give them names (Fig.15).

Smooth hardgmunds (Fiirsich" type I, in part) develop on unifomIy cemented beds lacking burrow systems, by removal of unlithified sedirn ent
without significant erosion (Figs.9, 16). W e have seen but few hardgrounds

Fig.14. Reworked noduks. A. Possible reworked nodule horizon b l o w coarse low-angle
cross-laminated grainstone; Gamebridge quarry, just below hardground B (Fig.6). Width
of hammer top = 3 cm 3. Reworked nodules, showing post-dwelling burrow lithification;
Glenarm roadcuf hardground D (Fig. 7a3.

TABLE I1
Characteristics of representative hardgrounds from the Verulam Formation
Locality

hmtion/stratigrap!aic

number

position

1.

abandoned Kirkfield quarry
o n northern side o f Rent
canal, 7 km north of

A.

B.
C.

2. A.

Kirkfield, Ont.
2mabovebaseof
Verulam Fm.
2.5 m above base of
Verulam Frn.
2.7 m above base of
Vwulam Fm.

Mara aggregates quarry;

Lithology

~arphology'

Specid f e a t m

biomicrite

rolling (11)

largely covered with
shale and debris

inh-abiosparite

hummocky ( I I b )
to undercut

truncated miujte

biosgarite

hummocky (IIIa)

biornictite

0.5 km west of route 12/48
unit forming
floor of quarry :lower
Verulam Fm.
roadcut on both sides of
biomicrite
regional m u * 48. just
w e t of Bobover
mmddle hardground of
section :?middle

dastr, rare borings
strongly bored:

prelithifjca-

to undercut

-01

smooth to rolling

t i o n burmws
dark greenish stain-

(11)

i n p (?glauc.)

smooth to rolling

some prelithification

(11)

burrows

a t Gamebridge:

3. B.

Verulam Fm.
4. D. E.

5.

6. C .

roadcut on G l e n m l
Kirkfield road. 3 k m NW of
Victoria Co. regional road 8

b~ospete

about 9 km S of Kirkfield:
upper Vextilam Fm.
l o w madcut and ditch:
intrabiosparite
Victoria Co. regional mad 8, biasparite
1 km west of Glenarm;
upper Vemhrn Fm.
abandoned quarry, E side
regional route 28. 4 km
north of Peterborough;
upper Verulam Fm.

biornicrosparite

to biospante

some undercutting borings and encrusting epizoans on
upper and lower

slab surfaces
dismete slabs up t o
30 cm across and
1-2 cm thick
heavily bored on
upper surfaces
p l m r to gently
planar truncation
rolling with
surface cut on beds,
undercut pockets
later cavern f o r m (11, Ilk)
tion. sedimentation,
encrusting. boring
undulatory surface hardground develundercut forming oped on channel-fill.
projecting ledges
lithified, then
(11)
undercut forming
prominent overhangs : encrusted
upper and l o w e ~
surfaces
reworked (11)

'Roman numerals refer to categories of Fiirsich (1979).

of this type, probably because early nodular cementation, bioturbation and J
or erosion, rapidly transforms them into other types.

Rolling hardgmunds (Fiirsich's type-11) form by slight erosion of a nodular
bed, or bed with dwelling burrows. Further erosion, with differential re
moval of unlithified sediment from burrows and between noduIes, transforms these rolling hardgrounds first into hummocky, then into undercut
(Fiirsich's type IEIa) hardgrounds, which may coliapse t o give pebbly h a d grounds. Removal of the pebbles to other depositional sites forms reworked
hardgrounds.
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ROLL I HG
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.. ....-. . -
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'
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Fig.15. Morphological classification of hardgrounds. Smooth and planar types may be
difficult to distinguish ; but smooth normally consists of fine-grained sediment forming
the tops ofgraded beds, which have thus not been significantly eroded.

Rolling and hummocky hardgrounds occur mostly in the distal cycles, on
the biosparite beds at the base of each cycle ; undercut hardgrounds rarely
occur. These hardgrounds are only occasionally bored or encrusted, and then
only patchily. More characteristic is heavy biaerosion by algae or bacteria
and "glauconite" or "pyrite" staining of the surface (Fig.17).
Hummocky and undercut hardgrounds are characteristic of the well-sorted
grainstones which generally occur towards the middle of proximal cycles.
They are also common in intershoal m a s , where they are developed on
heavily bioturbated biomicrite wackestones, grainstones and mudstones
(Fig.18).
Undercut, peb biy and reworked hardgrounds occur h the coarse beds
which form the bases of proximal cycles, though isolated examples also occur
in normally calmer environments, such as intershoal areas where storms
can rapidly remove loose s e h e n t and transport pebbles (Figs. 14, 19).

-

Fig.16. S m o o t h ~ o l l i n ghardground, Gamebridge quarry (hardground A, Fig.6). Bar scale
= 1 cm.

Planar hasdgmunds (Fulsich's type IIIb) form if the burrow fills lithified
early to the same hardness as the rest of the bed. They involve significant
erosional planing, consequently they are charackristic of the highest energy
settings associated with shoals, e.g. Glenarm ditch (no. 51, and Fig.20.
This morphologicd sequence reflects the effects of increasing turbulence
and reworking of sediment in passing from the calm, deep shelf environments into the shoal margin and shoal environments: though some changes
may be due to t h e location of the hardgrounds within the dope channels.
Furthermore, because of local micro-environments, a11 the hardground types
can be found on the shoals, though more tusbuIent types are commonest.
The main effect of depth on hardgrounds, like the effect of depth on bryozoan colonies, is to reduce the morphological variety found.
These hardground types may be further modified by bioerosion to form
Fiirsich's (1979) addtional categories, types IV t o VI. Heavily pitted planar
t o rolling hardgrounds (Fiirsieh's type IV) are found only in the deeper distal
cycles (Fig.171, where the pitting is due t o algae or more likely bacteria:
these are the "subsolution surfaces" of Wendt (1970). The absence of
Fiirsich's types V and VI in t h e Ordovician reflect the absence of boring
bivalves and other large macroborers (cf. Pojeta and Palmer, 1976;Kobluk
e t al., 1978). Fiirsich's type VIII hardgrounds, shaped by early diagenetic
processes - mainly force of crystallization, may occur in the GIenarm ditch
hardground (no. 5), though this could also be due to collapse of large blocks
due to the removal of soft sediment k l o w them: his type IX hardgrounds,
shaped by tectonic processes, are absent.

Fig. 17. Rolling hardground, Bolsover roadcut (hardground B, Fig.6b). A. General view of
corroded surface. B. Borings (dotted) below bed - dwelling burrom must have remained
fiee of sediment for some time. C. Detail of surface of A. D. Borings [arrowed) penetrating down from upper surface. Bar sc& = 2 cm.

Fiirsich (1979)also noted two types of composite hardground, reIatively
common in the Cretaceous (Kennedy and Garrison, 1975)in deeper shelf and
pelagic environments. The first type, closely adjacent hardgrounds caused
by renewed sedimentation and erosion, is present in some proximal cycles,
e.g. at Glenam and Peterborough (nos. 5, 6 ) .The second type, closely adjacent hardgrounds which feather into one another, have not so far been recorded - though the Bobcaygeon drioasteroid-bearing hardground of Brett
and LiddelI (1978)may be of this type.
( b ) Development

SimpIe rolling hardgrounds occur at Bolsover, Gamebridge and
Peterborough (nos. 3, 2, 6), where they occur at the bases of distal cycles,
or in the middle of proxima1 cycles. They show relatively simple sedimentary
and diagenetic histories, and are usually mineral-stained.
The three hardgrounds at BoBover consist of fine-grained, moderately
sorted, moderately rounded, biosparite grainstones with patches of biomicrite packstone (Fig.21A). These beds are graded, and bed 3C has coarser
(to granule size) layers of shells in its bottom half. Bioclastic fragments
consist overwhelmingly of brachiopods and echinoderms (40--60%), with
less than 5% of bryozoans. These fragments are all sounded and do not have
micrite envelopes. The absence of micrite envelopes suggests relatively deep
water, below the photic zone. In which case, the extensive small-scale bioerosion of the hardground surfaces is probably attributable to bacteria rather
than to algae.
Bed 36, shows heavy indeterminate preomission bioturbation prior to
omission suite burrowing. The omission burrows axe deformed in the Iower
part of the bed and filled with poorly sorted biomicrite wackestone. Borings
occur in beds 3A and 3B, very abundantly in 3B. Borings truncate early
bladed to equant spar fringe cements, but not Iater pore-filling spar cements
(cf. WiIkinson et al., 1982). Borings are partially eroded in k d 38. In all
beds an early bladed t o equant microspar fringe cement with syntaxial overgrowths on echinoderms, is followed by pore-filling, coarse calcite spar.
Burrow fills are often ferroan calcite, and apparently post-date the earliest
fringe cement.
The development sequence of these Bolsover hardgrounds can be summarized as follows. (1) deposition of the bed and immediately overlying
beds, probably as tempestites; (2) deposit-feeding bioturbation ;( 3 ) omission
Fig.18. Hummocky and undercut hardgrounds. A. O n graded biopelsparite (cdcisiItite);
Peterborough north quarry (hardground D,Fig.7 b). Bat scale = 2 cm. B, C. On heavily
bioturbated biomicrite wackestone, with burrows filed with shell-rich wackestone: note
hardground surface (light edge) running around nodular cemented parts and into dwelling
burrows. On C, arrow shows raised surface with Trypanites brings. Hardground A,
KirkfieM quarry (Fig.4). Bar scale = 1 cm.

Fig.19. Pebbly hardgrounds: Glenarm roadcut (hardgrounds D and E, loc. 4, Fig.7a).
A. General view of surface. B, C. Detail of top of one of pebbles; C is magnification of
top right of B. Bar scale = 2 cm.

Fig.20. Planar hardground; 5 km north of Gamebridge quarry, in old railroad cutting.
A. Section -note early hummocky hardground, with burrow fiIlings; later planed smooth.
B. Grainstone and micrite gastropod filling planed flat. Scale bar = 2 cm.

Fig.21. Smooth to rolling hardgrounds. A. Sequence of three hardgrounds in B o l s o v s
roadcut section Legend as in Fig. 4. See also Fig.17. B. Gamebridge quarry hardground
A : smooth hardground exhumed by later erosion; dotted line marks original hardground
level of cementation (see Fig.16). C. Inferred development of these hardgrounds: 1 =
deposition of graded fwd by storms; 2 = dwelIing burrows excavated - often left open;
3 = cementation of upper part of h d - followed by boring, encrustation and mineral
staining; if dwelling burrows open, these bored a l sides; 4 = deposition of biomicrite
wackestone or clay, preseming the hardground (Gamebridge quarry hardground A was re
exposed after this stage).

suite burrowing followed by, or during, nodular fringe cementation; (4) erosional exposure of the cemented layer; ( 5 ) burrow filling and boring, together
with minor erosion; (6) pyrite and manganese staining of the hardground
surface; and (7) deformation of the omission burrows during compaction in
the uncemented lower part of the bed, followed by a final pore-filling spax
cementation.
At Gamebridge and Peterborough, the rolling hardgrounds occur within
proximal to interme&ate type cycles, i.e. higher up the slope than the deep
shoal margin or "basina17' hardgrounds at Bolsover. This is apparent from
their association with other hardground types, the evidence for greater erosional planing by waves or currents, and their more diverse faunas.
A t Garnebridge, a rolling hardground is developed on a thin, graded,
moderately sorted, fine-grainedbiosparik packstone, bounded sharply above
and below by poorly sorted biornicxite wac keestone ( Figs.213, C). Within the
graded bed, laminae contain unmicritized shell fragments and small concave

down brachiopod valves, and the graded bed has a sharp base which truncates structures in the bioturbated wackestone below. This suggests erosion
foLIowed by rapid deposition from a waning current of the graded bed,
which thus has the features of storm deposits / Aigner and Futterer, 1978). Deposition of the graded bed was followed by cementation, then minor erosion,
probably effected by the granule-sized shell fragments in the overlying
wackestone. The hard surface was then colonized by Prasoporu ? and ptylodictyid bryozoans, and Trypanites-forming endolithic borers; it was also
stained dark by phosphate andlor glauconite. The usual non-ferroan fringe,
bladed to equant spar cement, is truncated by the Trypanites, and fine sediment infiltration between pores lining the borings show that the secondary
pore-filling spar had not precipitated at this stage. Nevertheless, this hardground is not a simple one. AIthough the exposures are limited, these is some
evidence that, d t e r the overlying wackestone bed was laid down, renewed
erosion re-exhumed and eroded the hardground surface in places, which was
then colonized by the bryozoan Prasopora ? and perhaps bored. The wackestone wouId thus represent a rare depositional event bracketed by two long
periods of non-deposition and abrasion. In fact, the textural inversion of the
wackestone, and its petrographic features indicates another storm event. The
wackestone overlying the hardground is heavily bioturbated and contains
abundant concave-down strophornenid vdves which have preserved rnicrite
beneath them, overlain by the poorly sorted, yet with well-rounded shell
fragments, bioturbated wackestone.

Hurnmacky hardgrounds occur in some graded calcisiltites which overlie the
coarser beds at Peterborough and Glenarm (Figs.7, 223). One is also recorded in the "intershoal" facies at Kirkfield, though here it is developed on
noduIar biomicrite wackestone overlying cdcareous clay. The edrioasteroid
bed hardground of the Upper Bobcaygeon Formation at Kirkfield (Brett and
Liddell, 1978) also belongs in this category - and shows complex and possibly multiple hardground morphology (Brookfield - underwater observations in the flooded quarry). In these hardgrounds, preferential erosion of
omission burrows has occurred, but was not intense enough to compIeteIy
remove sediment from the burrows themselves, or to keep them clear of
sediment.
At Kirkfield /Fig.4$, bed l A consists of moderately wdl-sorted, very fine
grained biomicrite packstone and grainstone (cdcisiltite), which persists
around the 1 krn diameter quarry (Figs.18, 22A). After deposition, the bed
was heavily bioturbated on a smaII scale. This was followed by "firming" of
the sediment and by nodular cementation by equant to bladed spar fringe
cement and syntaxid overgrowth on echinoderm fragments, contemporaneonsly with the coIonization of the bed by a Thlalassinoid es-type burrowforming organism. These large burrows avoid the nodules in the upper parts
of the bed, but have been deformed by compaction in the lower part of the
bed. Continued fringe cementation a n d pyrite staining of the walk of the

Fig.22. Hummocky hardgrounds. A. Kirkfield quarry, hardground A (Eigs.4, 18). Note
boring cutting shell, burrows in wackestone burrow fillings, sharp edges to upper and
diffuse edges to lower dwelling burrows, hardground stops at edges of burrow fillings.
B. Peterborough north quarry, hardground D (Figs-7b, 18). Note bryozoan encrusters of
different types, and laminar blyozoan penetrating eroded burrow.

empty burrows followed. Erosion of the cemented bed, together with boring
of the upper surface of the hardground and filling of the burrows, then took
place. Eroded, Iithified clash of the bed float in the poorly sorted biomicrite
wackestone and packstone of the burrow fillings. Continued erosion of the
unltithified burrow filIings at this time is indicated by the truncation of
borings and the preservation of significant relief contrast between the busrow fillings and the adjacent hardground surface (Fig.22A). A rapid change
to quieter water conditions then followed, as shown by the thin layer of
shell fragments on the hardground surface, overlain by calcareous clay. A
late pore-filling equant calcite spar cement was followed by dolospar replacement of some burrow fPlings.
At Peterborough, horizon 6D contains a graded calcisiltite consisting of
fine-grained, well-sorted, finely laminated pelbiosparite grainstone, surmounted by a hummocky hardground (Figs.18, 22B). Silt-sized micrite
"pellets" form about 30% of t h e sediment, with about 15%of small angular
shell fragments, mostly brachiopods and bryozoans, and about 2%of quartz
silt. These are cemented by fine equant microspar, patchily recrystallized ta
sparite. The fillings of the omission trace fossils consist of poorly sorted

recrystallized biomicrite wackestone, partially replaced by dolospar rhombs.
The hardground stops at the junction of the calcisiltite and burrow fillings,
suggesting that the fillings were unrithified during hardground development
on the cemented calcisiltite / Fig.22B), but that nevertheless, the burrows
were already filled, The hardground shows a simple developmental sequence
as follows: ( 1) deposition from a storm suspension - the pellets derived from
shallow water (they are common as pelsparite grainstones and pelmicrite
wackestones around some shoals); (2) nodular cementation; (3) omission
trace burrowing; (4) erosion of a small part of the beds, with preferential
erosion concentrated around the omission burrows; ( 5 ) colonization by the
hardground biotas; and (6) rapid burial by calcareous clays.
The hardground fauna consisb of foliaceous encrusting and arborescent
erect bryozoans, with Trypanites borings.
At Glenam roadcut (Fig.7), the tops of beds A, B and C have hummocky,
undulating hardgrounds on which occasional platter-like pebbles have been
laid by erosion of an overlying bed (for these see pebbly hardgrounds below). Both the bed tops and the pebbles are bored in places with a few
encrusting organisms.
Thus hummocky hardgrounds occur in several different environmental
settings, from intershoal to deeper proximal and intermediate cycle environments: the most diverse encrusting faunas occurring in the quieterwater locations, exemplified by the Peterborough 6D hardground.

Undercut hardgrounds occur at Kirkfield, in intershoaI environments,
where they are developed on parallel ta cross-laminated grainstones and at
Peterborough and Glenarm ditch, where they have developed by undercutting of cemented channeI fiIlings at the base of proximal cycles.
At Kirkfield, bed B consists of heavily bioturbated fine- to coarse-grained,
poorly sorted biomicrite packstone and wackestone with thin shelly Ienses,
overlain by very fine-grained, well-sorted, finely cross-laminated biosparite
grainstone on which an irregular, pyrite-stained hardground developed prior
to buriaI by laminated, moderately well-sorted biosparite grainstone and
packstone (Figs.4, 23). Bed C is similar, though greater erosion gave rise to
a mare irregular, sometimes partly undercut surface: this bed is overlain by
heavily bio turbated biomicrite packstone and wackestone, in which the shell
fragments are well-sorted and well-rounded though floating in a wackestone
matrix. Both beds show an almost identical developmental sequence t o that
of bed A of the previous section on hummocky hardgrounds.
At Peterborough, channels and graded ealcisiItites have occasionally been
undercut (Fig.24) to form overhangs, which were then colonized by predominantly foliaceous bryozoans with rare borings.
The undercut hardground at Glenarm ditch is part of an extremely cornplex composite hardground discussed in detail beIow (p. 269).

Fig.23. Undercut hardgrounds: Kirkfield quarry hardgrounds B and C (Fig.4).

Fig.24. Hummocky and undercut hardgmund ; Ioose block, probably from &tween hardgrounds B and Q, Peterborough north quany (Fig.7b). Enset a b v e : detail of encrusting
blyozoans on lower surface (arrowed); Inset below: detail of heavy bryozoan and pelmatozoan holdfast encrustation on upper surface. Bar scale = 1 cm.

Pebbly hardgrounds occur in the Glenarm roadcut (loc. 4, Fig. 7), where they
have probably been at Ieast slightly reworked. Beds D and E contain stacks
of rounded and platter-Iike heavily bored and encrusted pebbles of biosparite
packstones and grainstones, occasionally with intraclasts, in a calcareous clay
matrix (Fig.19). The pebbles consist of well-sorted, well-rounded biosparite
packstones and grainstones, with up to 10% of pellets, in which there is
about 30% brachiopods, 40%echinoderms, with traces of bryozoans and rare
phosphatized shell fragments. A small number of the brachiopod shells, but
not the echinoderms, are micritized. Small dwelling burrows (?PdartoEites)
were excavated in the sediment and remained unlithified during two phases
of cementation: an early, isopachous, equant to bladed fringe spar being
followed by a later pore-filling spar cement. Syntaxid overgrowths on
echinoderm grains are also common. Borings of Tsypanites cut the early
fringe cements, after which rnicrite infiltrated between pore spaces prior to
the later pore-filling spar cement. Severd borings cut right through some
platter-like pebbles, indicating that the pebbles were abraded after boring.
Nevertheless, the borings mostly follow the outlines of the pebbles, and
were thus drilled after initial pebble formation. The stacked pebbles indicate
strong current action during deposition, which was succeeded by quiet
water conditions and infiItration of clay between the pebbles. The overlying beds contain no hardgrounds and lack erosion surfaces and channelling present in the lower units (loc. 4, Fig.7). Most of these beds have
sharp, nonemsive bases, grading, and irregular heavily bioturbated tops
indicating deposition from storms (Aigner and Futterer, 1978).
Other pebbly hardgrounds occur in association with the undercut hardgrounds at Peterborough, and are the source of the abundant edrioasteroids
recorded by Sinclair (1951):for this reason, there are few of these pebbles
now left to study.
Composite hardgrounds are recorded from the Glenarm ditch section (loc.5 ,
Figs.5, 2 5 ) and at Peterborough (Ioc. 6, Fig.7).
The Glenarm ditch composite hardground shows the most cornpIex developmental sequence recorded in our study (Fig.26). The basal bioclastic and
conglomeratic lunestones rest on nodular calcareous clays and interbedded
biomicrites and pass upwards into similar, predominantly nodular, limestones. The hardground is developed on three lithologies: (1)an intrabiosparite grainstone which fills a bmad channel; (2) an overlying well-sorted
biosparite grainstone; and (3) a gastropod-rich biomicrite wackestone which
fills irregular channels cut into, and through, the first two beds, and has itself
been eroded after cementation with the development of overhangs and
crevices.
Deposition of the two grainstone beds in a broad channel and indeterminate bioturbation was followed bynon-ferroan, isopachous, equant t o bladed
fringe spar noduIar cement, and by syntaial overgrowths on echinoderm
fragments. This was succeeded by coIonization of the sediment by an omis-

Fig.25. Details of GIenarm ditch hardground. A. Fine-grained grainstone overlying intrabiosparite: note even junction of both beds - grainstone slabs after collapse, protected
underlying intrabiosparite from erosion B. Detail of fault in Fig.26: note erosional widening and similar protection by collapsed grainstone slabs, which are encrusted here with
b1yozoms.

Fig.26. Glenarm ditch hardground ( F i g . 6 ~ )reconstructed
:
fieId relationships of beds.

sion suite of trace fossil-forming organisms which avoided the nodules. During this period, further cementation of the beds took place; this time by
pyritic, isopachous, equant to bladed spar: the omission suite trace fossils
penetrate only bed 2, and even within this bed appear to be deflected by
cemented lenses in places. Erosion then planed the surface, cutting down
across probably cementation-induced faults, to expose bed 1, and preferentially eroding around burrows and at the bed 1-2 junction; the latter causing
partid collapse of cemented layers into burrows and fractures. The surface
was then covered with the gastropod-rich micrite, which fiIled bwrows and
fractures. Then followed a complicated sequence of erosion, cementation
and fauna1 colonization, which may have taken only a short time to complete, and whose exact relative time relationships are not determinable. These
include: cementation of the gastropod-rich micrite, followed by recutting of
the channel in which it was deposited and the formation of overhangs; solution and stylolitization of the hardground surface, which preceded boring;
formation of microstalactitic cements several centimetres below the hardground surface; and colonization of the hardground surface and crevices by
a boring and encrusting fauna. This was followed by clay sedimentation,
compaetional collapse of overhangs into burrows and crevices and by a final
pore-filling spar cementation of both beds I and 2.
In summary then, this complex hardground appears to have developed
through the following stages:
(1) Cutting of a large, broad channel in nodular limestone and shale, and
filling of the channel with intraclasts and skeletal debris (beds 1and 2).
(2) Omission suite burrowing after early nodular cementation.
(3) Further cementation associated with syncementation faulting.
(4) Erosional planing of the s~rface,with preferential erosion around
burrows and faults, in places forming small channels; together with minor
boring.
(5) Filling of burrows, channels and fractures with gastropod-rich micrite.
(6) Cementation of the micrite.
( 7 ) Renewed erosion and re-cutting of the rnicrite-filled channel, extensive
removal of underlying clay, with the formation of overhangs, and subsequent
collapse of some overhangs.
(8) Colonization of both hardground surface and crevices by an encrusting
and boring fauna.

Though we have despaired of ever completely understanding the development of this hardground, it appears that only one major phase of boring and
encrusting took place, late in its history.
HARDGROUND BlOTAS

Hardgmund faunas

Encrusting and endolithic organisms. Table III summarizes data on the
faunas of nine hardgrounds ranging from the basal to the upper Verulam
Formation. Where two-surface hardgrounds, i.e. undercut surfaces or discrete
slabs, were examined - upper and lower surfaces have been tabulated separately. A total of about 25 species of encrusting organisms and one macroborer were noted on all Verulam hardgrounds collectively. Individual units
possessed one to ten species, predominantly borings and bryozoans (Figs.27,
29). Trypanites borings are nearly ubiquitous on hardground upper surfaces,
as previously noted by Palmer and Palmer (1977) and Brett and Liddell
(1978) for other Ordovician hardgrounds. Trypanites was the sole trace fossil
observed in severd hardground horizons in the Verularn Formation. Uniformity in size range and borehole morphology suggest that these ichnofossils were the work of a single type of organism, probably a sipunculid
"worm" (Pernberton et al., 1980).Borings appear to be especially concentrated on raised areas and steeply inclined portions of irregular hummocky
hardgrounds ( F i g ~ P 8 ,25, 26). Upper surfaces of pebbly hardgrounds are
characteristically riddIed with boreholes, whereas undersides show only
scattered small pits, suggesting that the Trypanites-forming organism was
selective for raised hummocks (Figs.27, 28). Distributional phenomena of
this sort are considered in more detail in the next section.
Bryozoans constitute the major encrusting group. Growth f o m s include
stoloniferous cyciostomes, laminar cystoporates and trepostomes, moundlike trepostomes and blade-like cryptostomes. Trepostome bryozoans were
most frequent on the upper surfaces of the hardgrounds, where both laminate and mound-like colony foms are common in various types of hardgrounds. The most abundant growth form on the upper surfaces of certain
hardgrounds, consists of small domical zoaria, circular in outline and ranging
in size from three to five mrn (Fig.19). Sections show well-developed rnesopores and cystiphragrns, and the bryozoans are tentatively identified as a
species of Prasopora. On certain hardgrounds (e.g. Glenarm, no. 51, this
bryozoan species forms nearly 90% of the encrusting fauna. A separate larger
mound-type Prasopora rarely occurs on the hardgrounds. Two laminate
forms, Heterotrypa and a rnonticular trepostome (Figs.28B, 29A) are found
on certain hummocky hardgrounds, but are notably absent on others, particularly from the planar truncation surfaces indicative of higher energy,
abrasive environments. Laminate, frequently discoidal colonies of ceramoporoid bryozoans (two species) are readily identified by their lunaria and

fauna^ of eight representative Verulam hardgrounds (sample numbers refer to hardground horizons of Tabte 11; symbols: u = upper;
I lower surfaces of hardground slabs); totals ratios consist of number of cases where taxon i s present t o total number o l hardgrounds
examined.
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Fig.27. Trypunites b r i n g s on irregular hatdgrounds.A.Hummocky,undercut hardground;
note abundance af borings on raised knobs (right side), Glenam roadcut (hardground
D, E, Fig.'ia). B. Irregular upper surface of composite hardground; note non-randorn
distribution of borings along crests and non-bored rough areas; Glenarm ditch ( F i g . 6 ~ ) .

rhomboidal zooeciaE outlines (Fig.28B), as is the mound-Iike fistuliporoid

By thotrypa. Fibrous holdfasts of ptylodictyid bryozoans are very wide
spread and second only to the small Prasoportr? sp. B in terms of numbers of
specimens, although they occupy only a minute fraction of the available
hardground substrate (Fig.296). Finally, severd varieties of sbloniferous
cycIostome bryozoans, Corynotrypa and Stomatopom (two species) occur
in most cases on the undersides of hardground slabs, frequently as encmstations on the skeletons of other bryozoans (Figs.28C, 29E).
Pelrnatozoan holdfasts are present but are notably less common and
diverse than on the Bobcaygeon hardground described by Brett and Liddell
(1978). These include three rnorphotypes of simple Jiscoidal forms; one
with a pentagonal lumen, another with digitate margin, and a minute simple
holdfast disk with a round lumen; as well as "Lichenocrinus"-muItiplated
holdfast (Fig.29B). The genera of echinoderms responsible for the varied
holdfast morphologies could not be identified in t h i s case.

Fig.28. Fossils on pebbly and undercut hardgrounds; upper Yerulam Formation, Glenarm
roadcut (loc. 4 , Fig.7a). A. Upper surface of isolated flattened hardground pebble (bed
D,E) showing intense boring by Trypunites. B,C. Lower and upper surface respectively of
an undercut slabby hardground: B. undersurface of slab; note absence of Trypenites,
encrusting laminar bry ozoans (hleterotrypa) and in situ specimen of Plafysfrophia; C,
upper surface with abundant Trypanjtes boreholes, encrusting bryozoans and small e d r i c
asteroid.

The edrioaateroids, Isomphusella incondita (Fig.29A) and Cryptogoleus
chapmani, occur sporadically on hardgrounds and pebbles within the Ventlam Formation, sametimes in great numbers ( Waddington, 1980). These
species have been found on the upper surfaces of pebbly hardground at both
Glenarm and, most notabIy, at Peterborough (Sinclair, 1951). The large
species Edriophus leuk, which characterizes the Bobcaygeon "edrioasteroid
bed" (Brett and Liddell, 1978) is very rare: a single specimen was found
encrusting the roof of an undercut channel filling at the Glenarm ditch
section (Fig.29D).
Brachiopods were apparently rare on Middle Ordovician hardgrounds.
Only a single encrusting inarticulate (Philhedra) was observed on the Verulam samples. A single specimen of Platystrophia may have 'been in life
position with the beaks pressed into a depression on the underside of a
hardground slab (Fig.28B)Finally, two fossil species occurred on Verulam hardgrounds soIely as
exceedingly worn remnants. Septate basal discs of large compound discoidal
holdfasts of echinoderms were noted on the Glenarm hardground. These
structures have previously been attributed to Cleioc~nus(Brett and Liddell,
1978). In addition to these, rare truncated tubes of cornulitid "worms" were
also present on several of the surfaces, although no well preserved examples
of cornulitids were found in any samples. This tends to confirm the suggestion of Palmer and Palmer (1977) and Fursich (1979)that early generations
of encrusting faunas may be largely "erased" by abrasive scouring agents.
Also the apparent restriction of these two forms to early successional stages
of the Vemlam hardgrounds is consistent with the observations from the
slightly older Bobcaygeon F omation.

Hardgrotsnd-assochted faunas. Remains of organisms which possibly were
loosely attached or £re@ living on hardgrounds occur in pockets and depressions on the surfaces. Most notably, the Glenarm hardground (no. 5)
contained a channeI filled with the shells of the high-spired gastropod,
Hormotoma ? sp. These are believed to represent shell accumulations of
gastropods which lived freely on the hardground surfaces. Functional morphological studies of similar recent high-spired archeogastropods (linsley,
1977), indicate that these snails were probably "shell-draggers" and presumably lived as herbivores or grazers on the hardgrounds. A similar association
Fig.29. A. Detailed view of upper surface of hardground illustrated in Fig.28C; note encrusting trepostome bryozoans, Trypanites borings and e&ioasteroid+lsorophusella. B.
Upper surface of a gently rolling, undercut, hardground showing encrusting bryozoan
(Heterohypu) and multiplated crinoid holdfast (Lichenocsinus);Bolsaver roadcut {hardground B, Fig.6b). C. Fibrous basal disc of unidentified ptilodictyid bryozoan; upper
surface of slab in Fig.28C. D. Edrioasteraid, Edriophus laevis: specimen is attached to
undersurface of undercut channel-fill hardground; Glenarm ditch ( F i g . 6 ~ ) E.
. DetaiIed
view of underside of slab in Fig.28B; note vine-like bryozoan (Corynotrypa) and patches
of trepostomes encrusting a lobate crinoid holdfast. Scale bar in all = 1 cm.

of herbivorous high-spired gastropods is known from recent hardgrounds in
the Persian GuIf (Evans et al., 1973).
In addition to these gastropods, remains of several species of brachiopods
are common as debris overlying the hardgrounds. These include the orthids,
He bertella, Platystmphia and Resserella. These brachiopods may or may not
have lived attached t o the hardground surface since they are represented
solely by disarticulnted valves. Finally, blade-like zooaria of cryptostome
bryozoans, "Stictopora" are frequent as associated fossils.
Spatial distribution of organisms on Verulam hardgrounds
Hardground biotas are characteristicaIIy endolithie or encrusting and
therefore their skeletal remains are t y p i c d y preserved in s i b . Although such
remains may be time averaged, it is possible in some cases to separate early
and later generations. In cases where fragile fossils (e.g. bryozoans) are all
presewed relatively well and are covered by a thin shale layer, these fossils
are presumed to represent the last "generation" of organisms which inhabited the surface, and thus tn represent nearly contemporaneous populations, Typically, on VeruIam hardgrounds, the encrusting fossils are rather
diffuse: there is no evidence for the development of thick biogenic encrusting layers as might be expected if the fossils represent an integrated sample
which encrusted the surface over a long span of time. Such occurrences are
among the few examples of fossil assemblages which lend themselves to the
study of spatial distributions among ancient organisms. In the present study,
data have been compiled relating to the inhaspecific spacing and clustering
phenomena and non-random distribution of organisms with respect to irregular hummocky topography of hardground surfaces.
Spacing of bryozoans on a planar hardground. Hardground n u m b r 2A
(Table 111) from the lower Verularn Formation at Gamebridge exhibits a
planar to gently undulatory surface. Unfortunately, this surface is partidly
obscured by an overlying layer of skeletal debris. However, it appears that
the exposed surface is due to post-depositiona1 removal of some of the
skeletal debris, re-exposing the original hardground surface, and thus the
fauna recorded is probably related to the re-exposure phase, rather than to
the o~lginalhardground surface. Some relatively lage patches of the surface
are free of debris, the largest by about 30 by 30 cm. These patches are nearly
planar and of uniform morphology: as such they are assumed t o have pro
vided an essentially uniform substrate for larval settling by bryozoans. The
distribution of a single species of bryozoan, the small domicd colonies of
Prasopora? sp. B, was examined. Centre points of bryozoan outIines on an acetate overlay were digitized and the distribution of these points was then compared to a normal distribution of an equal. number of points in an equivalent
surface area using the computer program PSELF. This program computes a
norma1 variate statistic which indicates the number of standard deviations

from a normal distribution which the sample distribution represents. In the
case of the Garnebridge hardground surface, a normal variate value for bryozoan distribution is 3.86; i.e. 3.86 standard deviations from the mean for a
normal distribution, in the direction of clustering. A v d u e this large would
be expected less than once in a thousand for a random distribution (at the
95% confidence interval the v d u e is k1.96). Thus, the points represented by
the bryozoans can be said to be non-random and clustered with p e a t confidence.
Such clustered distributions have been observed in several species in
modern marine invertebrates (KnightJones, 1951 ; Scheltema e t al., 1981).
They may result passively from the cIumped settling of larvae, or by active
response of larvae to hochemical and other stimuli from members of the
same species. Palmer and Palmer (1977)discuss the advantages of clustered
distributions. These include increased turbulence around mound-like forms
and the availability of mates for sexual reproduction. However, they may
simpIy reflect chance settling. Within the Iocal patches of bryozoan coIonies
there does not appear to be any regularity of spacing of the bryozoans,
dthough very few colonies were observed in contact (only 38 observed contacts among 1045 specimens) and no adjacent bryozoan pairs show complete
overlap. Rather the centres of colonies are separated by a minimum distance
of 2 mm, in all cases, and frequently the separation distance is greater. This
suggests that the larvae may have been able to detect nearby settling individuals and to space themselves out to a slight extent.
Microhabitats on an irregular hardground. The presence of slight topographic
differentiation of the hardground upper surfaces provides potent id rn icroenvironments of slightly differing exposure to waves and currents. Higher
areas would presumably not only be swept clean of debris, but also would
be subject to the greatest amount of scour by abrasive agents: whereas
shallow depressions or planar areas between hummocks would k slightly
more sheltered but also more readiIy covered by sediment. It might be expected that the slight differences would be responded to in different ways
by organisms which were considerably smaller than the micro-relief of the
hardground surfaces. The possibility of partitioning of hummocky surfaces
by organisms was examined for a large portion of the Glenarm ditch hardground (number 5 , Table ITI). This hardground exhibits considerable relief
(5-10 cm), with relatively flat areas alternating with raised ridges and
hummocks. This surface was subdivided into regions of planar and raised
hummocky topography. The surface was heavily bored by Trypanites and
encrusted by small circular bry ozoans, here designated Pmsopora? sp. 3, and
several other bryozoan species (Table V). Outlines of the topographic regions
and of fossils and brings were then traced onto an acetate overlay sheet.
The map outlines were digitized for CALCOMP plotting and relative areas of
different regions were computed. Of the total map surface area, 2463 cm2
(59%), consisted of depressed, nearly planar regions; while 1203 cm"41%)
consisted of elevated mounds or hummocks.

Distribution of fossils and trace fossils within these regions of the hardground were then tested for randomness. The results suggest a strilungly
distinct and non-random h t r i b u t i o n of the two most commonly preserved
species, namely Trypanites borings and the bryozoan, Pmsopora? sp. 3. Of
1865 borings, 1388 (74%) occurred on the raised portions, while 477 (26%)
occurred on the planar portions. In contrast, only 72 (23%) of the 313 bryozoans were on raised areas, while 241 (77%) occurred on the flat regions.
Two statistical tests were performed on these data, both using the Chi
square statistic. For the tests, the total surface was subdivided into two
larger "slabs" of similar sizes (slab I = 1919.5 cm2; sIab 2 = 2247.4 cm2)
and distributions of bryozoans and brings were examined separately for
each area. The first statistical test evaluated the independence of classification of points, points being defined as the centres of bryozoan colonies or
boreholes. Each point was classified in two separate ways: (1) type, i.e.
Prasopora? bryozoan or Trypanites boring; and (2) location, i.e. raised orlow
area. The null hypothesis - that the category that a point falls into in one
~Iassificationis independent of that in the other ~Iassification- was rejected
with greater than 99% confidence for each of the slabs ( t e s t statistics: slab 1
= 184.89;slab 2 = 128.7;XZ,,,,
= 6.63). A second test of randomness was
also performed on the distribution of bryozoan colonies and boreholes. The
null hypothesis in this case being that the number of bryozoans and borings
on high versus Iow areas was not different from that predicted from a doubly
stochastic poisson distribution. The test statistic greatly exceeds 6.63 (i-e.
x&. I), both for bryozoans (slab 1, v = 15.45; slab 2, u = 21.87) and for
borings (slab 1, v = 16.80;slab 2, v = 347.29). Both tests provide statistical
support for the visibly evident non-random distribution of Prasopora? bryozoan colonies and Trypanites boreholes. These data suggest that settlement
and/or viability of bryozoan larvae was greatest on the level, lower regions;
and Trypanites, on the other hand, favoured raised hummocks (Fig.27).
Again, as in the case of the planar hardgrounds at Gamebridge, the bryozoans appeared to be clumped within a low planar region. This might be
taken te indicate that the higher hummocks remained exposed after burial
of the low areas and after a slight chznge in environment which favoured
Trypanites over bryozoan colonies. However, the nearly equal quality of
preservation of bryozoans on both the raised and low areas, and the occasional overlap of complete large bryozoan colonies from high to low areas,
strongly suggest that this is not the case. Field observations of this hardground surface indicate that it was uniformly covered by a thin greenish
shale. Laminae in this unit appear to drape around raised areas on the hardground, indicating that the entire surface was buried by mud after an extended period of non-deposition. Furthermore, qualitative observations on
numerous other hardground examples suggest the same general pattern of
colonization. In no case were boxings found to k more numerous on low
areas than on hummocks, and they are rare to absent on the undersides of
hardground slabs.

Previous studies of hardground faunas corroborate these results. Both
Palmer and Palmer (1977) and Brett and Liddell (1978) noted apparent
preference of nypanites for raised areas. On the other hand, bryozoans are
characteristic of the cryptic undersurface faunas on Ordovician and later
hardgrounds.
Thus, the differing distributions of boreholes and bryozoans on hummmky hardgrounds appears t o be a real effect and is most probably related
to differences in the mode of life of the two types of organisms. Bryozoans
are capable of generating feeding currents by means of cilia on the tentacles
of the lophophore (Ryland, 1970; Jackson, 1977; Winston, 1977, 1978).
Furthermore, the small domical colonies of Pmsopora? sp. 3 had an evident
upward growth component which would have raised them above the substrate surface. Given these two factom, it is probable that bryozoans of this
type could survive in areas of slightly reduced current action. Furthermore,
such organisms would have bnefited from settlement in slightly sheltered
areas where their skeletons and exposed tissues could Rave been sheltered
from the strongest abrasive scouring of the hardgrounds. On the other hand,
Trypanites may represent dwelling boreholes of passive suspension feeders.
If so, the scarcity of such borings in Iow areas and on the cryptic undersurfaces of undercut hardgrounds is readily accounted for. Passive suspension
feeders such as crinoids are typically rheophilic (Meyer, 1973 ; Ausich, 1980)
and therefore tend to aggregate in areas subject to greatest exposure to
waves and currents. The distribution of Trypanites borings suggesb that the
producers of these trace fossils may have also been rheophilic passive suspension feeders, and therefore settled seIectively an raised areas of the hummocky hardground surfaces. Finally, endolithic organisms, such as the
Trypanites producers, are probably less susceptible t o abrasive scour than
epifaunal formslike the bryozoalls which protrude above the surface. During
times of excessively high scour of the hardground surfaces, the Trypanites
organisms couId presumably withdraw to their protective boreholes and
could also bore more deeply into the hardground surface to compensate for
erosion on the hardground.
Polarization o f upper (exposed) versus lower (cryptic) subenvironments in
undemut hardgrounds. Five of the Verulam hardgrounds are undercut or
consist of completely isolated slabs, presumably resulting from the erosion
of a formerly continuous undercut hardground crust (cf. Fiirsich, 1979, p. 2).
In such cases, upper surface versus underside faunas were tabulated separately (Table 1111, to determine whether or not consistent differences exist&
in cryptic versus exposed sub-communities. The most striking example of
fauna1 polarity between upper and lower surface faunas is the abundance of
Rypanites boreholes on the upper surface, and their scarcity dr absence on
the underside. Figure 28 illustrates the upper and lower surfaces of n representative hardground plate from the upper Verularn at the Glenam roadcut
lwality (no.4, Table 11). Borings are rare on all lower surfaces of hardgrounds

in the Verulam, as in the underlying Bobcaygeon Fennation. This is consistent with the evidence for preferred distribution of Trypanites on higher
parts of hardgrounds, presented in the previous section. Likewise, this suggests that the producers of the hardground borings were dependent on strong
current agitation, presumably for passive suspension feeding. It seems
unlikely that the distribution of Trypanites simply reflects high sensitivity of
siltation, since the borings are rare on the ceilings of caverns where no sedimentation should occur.
One puzzling observation is the occurrence of numerous small pelmatazoan holdfasts on the undersides of slabby hardgrounds; for example,
Fig.29E shows a lobate holdfast. of a crinoid affixed to the underside of a
hardground plate. Attachment of columnaIs to these holdfasts indicate that
in some instances, the crinoids were living immediately prior t o final burial
of the hardground. Such crinoids could seemingly only have lived with the
columns held in a horizontal runner orientation.
Buss and Jackson (1979) noted that in modern hard substrate comrnunities, cryptic areas are typically dominated by a few species of colonial
organisms which occupy large portions of the surfaces. This contrasts with
exposed upper surface areas which may show a wider variety of solitary and
colonial forms and typically lower total percent coverage. The data from
skeletahed organisms on Ordovician hardgrounds are consistent with the
observations of modern reefal environments. Undersurface faunas in dl
hardgrounds examined are dominated by laminar bryozoan colonies of a few
distinct species. Particularly notable is the predominance of ceramoporid and
cystoporate bryozoans on the undersides of hardground dabs. At least one of
the genera, Stomatopom, which is present on the undersurface sub-community of Ordovician hardgrounds, is also a member of recent cryptic
faunas. A differentiation of bryozoan growth forms i s noted in all twosurface hardgrounds. Upper surfaces were encrusted by numerous moundlike bryozoans, e.g. Prasoporu?, and vertically-orientated arborescent forms,
including the specialized ptilodictyid cryptostomes, in which a bladelike
zooarium articulated with a fibrous holdfast. Such forms are most numerous on elevated portions of the surface indicating a preference for
larvd settlement in a r e a s of highest current activity: this was most likely
advantageous to the adult colony. Mmnd-like and arborescent bryozoans
are rare on undersurfaces; most notably, the small dome-shaped colonies of
Prusopora? are totally absent for the undersurfaces. In contrast, Iaminar*
(e.g. Heterotlyp) and stolonifesous (e.g. Stomatopora) bryozoans are rare
or absent from flattened upper surfaces, but occur on both steeply sloping
areas of the upper sides, and on undersurfaces of ledges and slabs.
Jackson (1979)has enumerated the adaptative advantages and disadvantages of various growth forms of sessile marine organisms. Laminate (sheetlike) forms cover Iarge areas and exclude competitors, but suffer from
sedimentation and abrasion: on this basis it has been predicted that sheetlike colonies should be most viable in areas of low disturbance and abundant

food resources. The under surfaces and steep lateral sides of hardgrounds
would not be subject to as much sedimentation or abrasion as the upper
surfaces (Palmer and Palmer, 1977; Fiirsich, 1979), and therefore may have
favoured lamellar growth strategies.
The abundance of stoloniferous cyclostomes in the Ordovician cryptic
communities does not fit Jackson's (1979) predictions. These forms should
be rare in cryptic areas. However, it is noteworthy that these bryozoans
most commonly occur as epibionts on the surfaces of laminar encrusting
bryozoans. It thus looks as if the stoloniferous forms were often late settlers,
and avoided competition by growing on the surfaces of previously established organisms. The Ordovician cyclostomes may have grown either on
dead skeletal nm terial or on live colonies. Jackson (1979) noted that runnerlike or vine-like organisms may be tolerated as epibionts even by live hosts as
they cover relatively IittIe surface area.
HARDGROUND BIOTAS I N RELATION TO FACIE3 ASSOCIATIONS

No simple reIationship exists between faunal diversity and hardground
morphology or depositional environment because of the large number of
variables which may affect colonization and preservation.
Verulam hardground bin tas display a ge nerd gradient of diversity (species
richness); ranging from very low (1-5 species) for deeper, open shelf hardgrounds, to moderate (25-30 species) in those of shallow shelf to shoal
margin environments, followed by a decline in very shallow, proximal shoal
margin and intershoal environments. Furthermore, the taxonomic composition of the encrusting faunas follows an apparently consistent trend from
deeper to shallower hardgrounds. Fiirsich ( 1979) observed similar patterns
in Jurassic hardground bio tas, except that he also noted moderate diversities
in shalIow, temporarily emergent shoals, whereas we did not observe examples of hardgrounds in any undoubtedly shoal facies in the Ontario
Ordovician
A majority of the simple rolling to vaguely hummocky hardgrounds
possess scattered Trypanites borings, but no encrusting body fossils: rarely,
patches of laminate bryozoans or discoidal crinoid holdfasts may abo be
present. Such low divessity, simple hardgrounds are typical of the upper
portions of proximal cycles (e.g. Peterborough, Fig.7, horizon D), the lower
to middIe portions of distal cycles (e.g. Bolsover, Fig.6, horizons A, 3 ) as
well as intershoal settings (e.g. Kirkfieid, Fig.4 - some local occurrences not
noted on fig.). They are typically developed on cdcisiltites which reflect
distal storm deposits (Aigner, 1982) and are associated with evidence for
low-energy during and after hardground development.
Rarity of encrusters in these simple hardgrounds may reflect limited
exposure time at the sedimentlwater interface, incomplete lithification, or
both. It is probable that in quieter water settings, usually well below normal
wavebase, winnowing of upper uncemented Iayers was usually infrequent

and incomplete. Higher rates of deposition of fine elastics, and abundant
burrowers, rnay also have inhibited complete cementation of the calcilutite
beds. Many of these socalled hardgrounds may only have attained a firmground stage of lithification prior to final burial.
Encrusting body fossils are more abundant on many of the hummocky
to undercut hardgrounds, associated with the bases of distal cycles (e.g.
Bolsover, Fig.6, horizon C) and the middle of proximal cycle sequences
(e.g. Glenarm roadcut, Fig.7, horizon 3 , C: Peterborough, Fig.7, horizon C),
as well as in intermediate depth intershoal settings [e.g. Brett and Liddell's
(197 8) Bobcaygeon edrioasteroid-bearing hardground] . Here, encrusting
biotas may attain diversities of 15 to 30 species, including abundant laminar,
mound-like and arborescent bryozoans, several species of pelmatozoans
(holdfasts) and edrioasteroids. Dominance by single species is general, with
one encruster accounting for more than 20% of the total fauna. One small
hardground slab (6 X I1 cm) representing an undercut ledge from Glenarm
roadcut (loc. 4, Fig.7, horizon D or E, Fig.28B, C), is extensively bored by
Trypanites on the upper surface and encrusted on both upper and lower
sides. This small sample yielded sjxteen species of encrusters, including
eleven species of bryozoans, two types of crinoid holdfast and an edrioasteroid! Preservation is often quite good, with at least some of the fragile
fossils (e.g. edrioasteroids) being articulated and only slightly abraded. The
most diverse biotas are associated with features indicative of long exposure
of a well-indurated crust; e.g. glauconite staining, bored busrow fillings,
undercut burrow gaIIeries and some pebbles. Irregular topographies of
hummocky and undercut hardgrounds provided microenvironments for
various subcommunities, enhancing overau species richness. Furthermore,
in complex hardgrounds, two or more successional colonization stages may
be superimposed, further increasing apparent faunal diversity (Brett and
LiddeH, 1978; Fiirsich, 1979).
Hardground crusts were frequently undercut, probably by current scouring during storms, aided by bioturbation, leading to the formation of extensive, narrow cavities beneath slab-like ledges. Occasionally, the undercut
slabs became detached and collapsed, to form isolated platter-like slabs
which could also be reworked during turbulent periods.
Cavity roofs provided weas for colonization by cryptic biotas (coelobionts). Obviously, considerable current flushing through such cavities
existed at all times, as encrusting bryozoans rnay occur in t h e centres of slabs,
removed by s e v e d centimetres from the nearest opening to the overlying
seawater. One edrioasteroid was at least 20 cm from the nearest opening on
the Glenarm ditch hardground (no. 4). Spjeldnaes (1975)has pointed out
that cryptic biotas are restricted to areas of good internal circulation and
therefore are typical of shallow agitated settings. Nevertheless, if the proximal cycles are correctly interprekd as ancient bypass channels, wave surges
through these channels, together with contour currents, could give good
cjrcdation even in relatively deep water.

Unlike the upper surface faunas of hummocky hardgrounds, cryptic subcommunities are of low diversity (3 to 5 species) and often exhibit strong
dominance by a single bryozoan species. This dominance is commonly
observed in sheltered coelobiontic communities where, in the absence of
physical disturbance, a single dominant spatial competitor may exclude
other fonns (Jacksan, 1977).
Hurnrnoc ky and undercut hardgrounds are commonly associated with
graded caIcarenites and calcisiltites, indicative of more proximal tempestites
(Aigner, 1982). The occurrence of scattered rnicritized fossils, associated
fossil communities (Titus and Cameron, 1976),rippled bedforms and the
pqsitian within the proximal-distal spectrum, further suggest a shallow shelf
setting, bebw normal wave base, but within the photie zone and well within
storm wave base. Here, episodic deposition and scouring of storm layers
would be conducive to hardground formation and exposure. However,
alternating quieter intervals were of sufficient duration to permit colonization of cleared hard substrates. The normal absence of abrasion is indicated
by the occurrence of delicate fassib such as edrioaskroids on upper surfaces.
Final burial was often by dastic muds, probably due to periodic transport
by longshore or storm currents from flooding rivers some distance away. (It
is very nateworthy how the general clay content increases up the Ordovician
sequence - parallel to the offshoreincrease in Tigris-Euphrates derived clay
in the Persian Gulf.) This blanket burial by detrital clays often enhanced
preservation of the hardgrounds.
Planar hardgrounds exhibit evidence of stronger erosion and yield lower
diversity encrusting biotas than most hummocky surfaces. Typically, only
4 t~ 5 species are present - heavily dominated by Trypanites and small
mound-like Prasopora? sp. B and flexibly articulated ptilodictyid bryozoans.
Laminate bryozoans and edrioasteroids are generally absent, except in
crevices, and pelmatozoans are quite rare. The composite hardground at
G l e n m ditch provides a good example of this type of faunal association.
A total of 16 species was observed on this surface (Table IV). However,
this is based on a relatively large area and many forms are represented by
fewer than five specimens. The bryozoan Prasopora? sp. B accounts for over
85% of dl encrusters.
The Garnebridge hardground (Fig.6, horizon A; Table 111, no. 2A) provides a more extreme example. Aside from Trypanites borings, only three
bryozoans were present - aIthough in large numbers -in a half-metre square
measured area. These are the same species which dominate the Glenarm
fauna (Rampra? sp., and two ptaodictyid holdfasts -Table IV).
Rounded, platter-like hardground pebbles and reworked hardground
fragments probably represent the highest energy settings, at least during their
formation. Usually only Trypanites borings occur, typically concentrated
on only one surface (Fig.28A). NevertheIess, later quieter water conditions
often allowed more diverse encrusting faunas to settle - e-g. the pebbly
hardgrounds at Glenarm roadcut (Fig.7, horizons D, E), where the setting

TABLE IV

Faunal census of two hardgrounds from the upper Verulam Formation in Ontario (counts
represent numbers of individuals o r colonies; surface areas = 0.5 m')
Taxa

GIenarm, Ont. ( 5 )

Number

Rank

Gamebridge, Ont.
IzAE
Number
Rank

Borings
Trypanites sp.
Bryozoans
Prasopora sp. A
Psusopom? sp. B
Herniphmgma sp. cf. tenuimumle
He ferotrypa sp.
ptylodictyid holdfast A
ptylodictyid holdfast B
undet, trepostome
Cory notrypa sp.
By thotsyp Iaxnfo
Favlsfella ? sp.
Brachiopods
PkiIhedm sp
Platystrophio * *
Resserella * *
PeImatozoan holdfasts

large discoidal
small discoidal
pentalobate

Total encrusters

1
3 84

1070

*Estimated frequency. **Fossils may not be in sifu.

near the top of a proximal cycIe is suggestive of bypass channel bank erosion, foLIowed by Trypanites b r i n g and abrasion (some b r i n g s penetrate
the pebbles), and then encrusting and burial by clay.
Planar truncation surfaces (Fig.20) and reworked pebbles (Fig.19) reflect
strong persistent current scouring. These hardgrounds are often formed m
cdcarenites or coarser lithofacies, deposited as proximal tempestites as the
coarser members of proximal bypass channels. Associated channelling, rip-up
cbsts, abraded rnicritized fossils, dl indicate strong current action approaching normal wave base. The reduction in diversity and increase in dominance
of encrusting faunas in these hardgrounds probably reflects the stresses
associakd with abrasion by traction carpets of skeletal debris. Only a few
smooth, rapidly growing, opportunistic species could colonize such unstable
surfaces. Abrasive scour of the surface probably eliminated encrusting
organisms intermittently, keeping the community at a low level of ecological succession. This effect was even more pronounced on loose reworked
hardground slabs: only the endolithic m p a n i f e s could survive in their

protected borings. Interestingly, the crevices on planar, scoured hardgrounds
contain fragile forms more typical of the lower energy hummocky hardgrounds. Far example, an undercut ledge in the Glenarm ditch channel fill
yielded laminar bryozoans and the edrioasteroid Edriophus.
Thus, the degree of colonization of Verulam hardgrounds by hard substrate encrusters reflects a combination of factors. In deeper settings, surfaces may not have been erosionally exposed for long enough periods to
allow colonization, due to the prevailing low energy. Whereas, in shallower,
near-shoal hardgrounds the degree of reworking arid abrasion was too great
to allow the development of diverse biotas. Apparently, shallow shelf hardgrounds represent a trade-off &tween these two extremes, and they exhibit
the best developed biotas.
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